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The branching ratio r (M -7 ev) IM = r CM -7 I.l v) , where M is a pseudo scalar meson, is a sensitive test of the V-A theory, which has been generally successful in predicting decay rates and angular distributions in nuclear I,,:"decay and in the .weak decays of the long lived elementary particles.
Because only the pseudoscalar P and axial vector A matrix elements can occur, a measurement of IM effectively determines the pseudo scalar contamination. In particular
where IIM' ine,and ml.l are particle masses, and fp and fA are the P and A for.m factors, respectively. In (1) the factor C" is an experiment dependent radiative correction (C < 1). For a pure Pinteraction " ... +. . In the present experiment(5) the kaons were produced at 0°, with momentum p = 540 MeV/c and 4? = ± 2 percent in electrostatically separated p Beam 5B from an external target of the Bevatron(6) .At the second image the beam was focused on to a beryllium degrader and polyethylene stopper, located on the axis of the magnetic spectrometer ( Fig. 1 ) used in the detection of the kaon secondaries. Kaons were selected relative to pions, muons, and electrons in the beam by a plasticCherenkov counter, time-offlight, and pulse height discrimination ih scintillation counter 83. The kaons were required to stop and decay in the 6.2 em by 3.1 cm stopper which In experimental operation the spark chamber trigger re<luired an appropriate kaon decay signal, accompanied by counts in the inner and outer orbit hodoscope counters. A signal from the high pressure Cherenkov counter was included in the trigger when the running was to detect electron events. It was omitted in Kj.L2 and KJr2 runs, which were used for rate normalization and to explore the acceptance window of the spectrometer.
A parallel trigger mode included all event!? with an orbiting kaon sect>ndary and a )/ count. By interposing short calibration runs on KjJ.2, Klr2 and Ke3 decays between long runs with the Ke2· settings, a contitlUal monitoring of data rates,-the performance of the electronics (including the efficiency--
-5 -of the gas Cherenkov counter), and of the momentum scale, was provided.
These three calibration r,ates were internally consistent with published experimental branching ratios, providing an absolute ,calibration for the Ke2 measurement.
The data obtained during the Ke2'runs contained a largeba.ckground from KjJ.2 muons accompanied by an accidental or a-ray count in the Cherenkov counter. The muon breakthrough rate was independently measured to be 0.33%. ' Additional muon rejection was provided off-line by examining the characteristics of the tracks in the small cylindrical chamber after the particles had passed through the lead cylinder; From the Ke3 calibra.tion runs it was found that this test correctly identified 99' 10 of the electron events. Unfortunately because of large angle scattering in the'lead and less than perfect chamber performance, only 95% of the muons were correctly identified. Therefore, including both rejection by the Che;renkov counter and the lead survival test, the overall rejection factor against muons was about 6000, and a background subtract ion was required to extract the Ke2 signal.
Each event from the Ke2 runs was classified as either an "electron candidate" or an "identified muon" on the appearance of the track in the small cylindrical chamber . The momentum spectra. for these two catagories are shown in Frg. 2. The "muon" spectrum has been normalized to the "electron" spectrum in the interval from 235 to 239 MeV jc for the purpose of background subtract ion. The Ke2 spectrum after subtract ion is shown in There are other possible sources of background. For example, energetic decay electrons from the so far undetected "structure ll radiation in the + + decay K -+ e vy may be associated with energetic y-rays going in the opposite direction. This topology is in fact preferred in some theoretical models for the radiative deCay. Such events would have been detected with the help of the y-counters for which the y detection efficiency was about 2/3. Within the fiducial momentum range there were a total of nine "electron candidates" accompanied by y-counter signals. There is no evidence for y-€ angular correlation in these events,but the number was much too large to be ascribed to accidental counts in the y-counters, which occurred less than one percent of the time. It is possible that the apparent angular isotropy results from a combination of four hard backward y's and five soft forward y's associated with bremsstrahlung within either the Cerenkov counter or lead absorber.
Assuming thiS, we have made a correction of minus six and plus five events respectively to the Ke2 sample. Because of uncertainty in the origin of these events, we have included an additional systematic error of ± 5 events. With these corrections the total number of observedKe2 events is 112 ± 14.7.
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The measured ~2rate is based on about 10 events, normalized, as were the Ke2 candidates, to an independent kaon beam monitor. Table I gives the various measured, and calculated detection efficiencies necessary to determine the relative Ke2 branching ratio, which is found to be (R_/C)')= (2.42 ± .42) x 10~5 including Qoth statistical and systematic -9 - 
